
We have so many different ways to read scripture, so many approaches to God’s word.
Each approach offers a different lens into the things of God, revealing things we had
not contemplated or had misunderstood. Each lens corrects other lenses, by offering its
own focus. And we read with different approaches through different seasons, one
season building on another. Each approach draws on its own advocates, its own
practitioners. Those advocates or practitioners may be preachers, teachers, group
leaders, scholars, family members, or friends. Their advocacy may come in the form of
books, articles, blogs, podcasts, videos, in-person exhortation, or group discussion. We
may not even realize that they advocate a new approach until we’re well into it, when
we discover that we are reading scripture differently than we used to read.

For example, in the past handful of years, my
approach to reading the scriptures has shifted
from literary to supernatural, psychological,
symbolic, traditional, geographic, and
practical. Each approach held or captivated
my attention for a season of weeks, months, or
years, through dozens or even hundreds of
hours of reading, listening, and viewing,
depending on the study format. I’ve read the

scriptures through the lenses of ancient Hebrew scholars, Orthodox scholars,
intertestamental Jewish literature scholars, a clinical psychologist, an icon carver, large
church pastors, small church pastors, my pastors, concerned mothers, ancient church
fathers, and, I hope, the scriptures’ ancient Jewish authors. Each reading of scripture
through each different lens has me noticing, highlighting, and mulling different things
in the text.

The purpose of continual scripture reading informed by so many approaches and such
rich perspectives isn’t to impress others or become a scholar. It’s simply to live more
and better from the scriptures, drawing ever closer to God. God, we know, is close to
us. What separates us from God is our own distortion, our own reach for the
knowledge of the tree of good and evil before God has prepared us for that knowledge.
Every new approach to scripture brings me more to my knees, less sure of my own
knowledge, more willing to have God reveal his mysteries to me. God has blessed us
to read his word in such a rich season for investigation, inspiration, and reflection.
May the Spirit bless you with fresh approaches to scripture.


